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Learning is Social
NYT: Is College Worth It?
Autor, 2014, Science
Gallup Report 2014
• Best predictor of good job & good life
• 30,000 college graduate in US
• Feeling of having a “good fit” with school
• Academic Engagement
• Connecting with Prof / advisor
• Finding a mentor
• Social Engagement
• # of close friends
• Extra-curricular activity
White-African American Math Achievement 
Gap
National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP)
Racial Achievement Gap (Reading, 8th Grade) by 
State, 2011
Photo: World Economic Forum.swiss-image.ch/Photo Monika Flueckiger
“…innate differences between 
men and women might be one 
reason fewer women succeed in 
science and math careers.”
Why?
Genetic Explanation
Why?
Alternative 
Explanation
• Female and male college 
students 
• who care about math take a difficult 
math test (Sample Math GRE).
• matched on skill
• Test instructions say: 
1. standard test instructions
2. “no- gender-differences” 
(Photograph by Brooke Cagle)
(Steele, Quinn, & Spencer, 1997)
Women in the Math and Sciences
Stereotype Threat
• Stereotype Threat (Steele, 1997):
• Negative stereotypes exists about group attributes
• Feel at risk of confirming negative stereotypes about their group
• Anxiety about about performance, which hinders ability to reach full potential
• Depletion of working memory 
• Stress 
• Increased awareness/distraction
ADAPTIVE MINDSETS
Attributional Ambiguity
Subjective Reality
Reality, according to Psychologist
• Reality is:
• Subjective
• Biased
• Prone to influence (fallible)
Context Matters
What do you see?
Reality is Subjective
• Influenced by past experiences 
and context
• Easter Sunday: 87% saw a Rabbit
• Sunday in October: 92% saw a Bird
• In Oregon
(Brugger and Brugger, 1993)
Which circle is bigger?
• Which Circle is Bigger?
Fallible
Three questions students ask themselves 
in school
• “Do I belong?”
• When I feel lonely or disrespected, does it mean 
I don’t belong?
• “Can I do it?”
• When it’s hard, does it mean I can’t do it it?
• “Does it matter?”
• When it’s boring, does it mean there’s no reason 
to try?
Personal Narratives
• Stories we tell ourselves
• Based on past experiences & 
expectations
• D in Math
• “I must have not studied the right 
sections of the text. I’m going to 
talk to my teacher to find out how I 
can study better for the next test. ”
• “This is evidence confirming that 
I’m not smart enough, and I don’t 
belong in college. I’m probably an 
admissions error. I should just drop 
out because I can’t handle it here.”
2015 Correspondents Dinner
Negative Attributions of Challenge
• Attributions:
• “It’s just me (or people like me) that are struggling”
• “I don’t belong.”
• “I’m not smart enough.”
• “There’s no point.”
• Consequences:
• Shame
• Isolation
• Disengagement
• Stereotyped groups more vulnerable
• Any salient difference (Attributional Ambiguity). 
• Race
• Gender
• Performance
The Stanford Duck Syndrome
• Other Ducks
▫ Gliding
The Stanford Duck Syndrome
• Below the surface
▫ Paddling furiously
• Subversion of effort: Core of Duck 
Syndrome
▫ Feeling that you’re alone
making so much effort
ADAPTIVE MINDSETS
Ambiguity Affords Conditions for Thriving
Psychological Intervention
3 Main Channels of Intervention to Reduce 
Underperformance
1. Change subjective lens
2. Change contextual cues students encounter
3. Change cultural norms, values, and beliefs
1. Changing Subjective Lens
Mindsets that Matter
Changing Subjective Lens
• Offer adaptive attributions to counter negative ones
• Initiate recursive process
Mindset Interventions Shift the Question:
Moving from “Can I?” to “How Can I?”
Outcomes (Yes/No)
“Am I smart enough or not?”
“Does this mean I don’t belong?”
“Can I trust that I’ll be supported here?”
Process (How)
“How can I become smarter?”
“How can I develop my belonging?”
“How can I find the support I need?”
ADAPTIVE MINDSETS
INTERVENTION
Belonging Uncertainty
Social Belonging Intervention
(Walton & Cohen, 2007, 2011)
Stories from upper-year students indicating that
1. Normal
• Common
• Quality of the transition
2. Temporary
Sample Quotes
When I first got to [school name], I worried that I was different from other 
students.  Everyone else seemed so certain that they were right for [school name], 
I wasn’t sure I fit in.  Sometime after my first year, I came to realize that many 
people come to [school name] uncertain whether they fit in or not.  Now it seems 
ironic – everybody feels they are different freshman year from everybody else, 
when really in at least some ways we are all pretty similar...
- Senior, African-American female
Sample Quotes
I didn’t go to a very good high school and I worried that my high school 
courses had not prepared me well for college.  Honestly, when I got here, I 
thought professors were scary. . . I worried a lot about how they and other 
students would evaluate me. . . Around my sophomore year I felt more 
comfortable – I . . . enjoy[ed] my classes more and I found some close friends 
. . . And I saw that even when professors are critical, or their grading harsh, 
it didn’t mean they looked down on me or that I didn’t belong.  It was just 
their way of motivating high-achieving [school name] students.
- Junior, White male
Wise Intervention Strategies
1. Avoid Deficit Model:
• Students treated as benefactors, not beneficiaries
2. Internalize Message:
• Message reinforced using “saying-is-believing” techniques (Aronson et al., 2002)
3. Timing:
• Delivered early to interrupt maladaptive recursive cycles
Belonging Intervention: GPA
3.25
3.35
3.45
3.55
3.65
3.75
White or Asian (n=1299) Black, Latino, or Native (n=291)
Cumulative First Year GPA
(Controls for gender, first-gen, SAT/ACT, high school class rank)
Control Social Belonging
Achievement Gap 
Belonging Intervention: GPA
3.25
3.35
3.45
3.55
3.65
3.75
White or Asian (n=1299) Black, Latino, or Native (n=291)
Cumulative First Year GPA
(Controls for gender, first-gen, SAT/ACT, high school class rank)
Control Social Belonging
Achievement Gap Reduction
Raw Means: 35%
Adjusted means: 53%
ADAPTIVE MINDSETS
INTERVENTION
Growth Mindset
Photo by Stanislav Kondratiev
Mindsets Matter (Dweck, 2000)
• Fixed Mindset: Talent is a fixed trait
• Growth Mindset: Talent is a malleable quality; a potential that can be 
developed
Growth Mindset Intervention
Blackwell, Trzesniewski, & Dweck, 2007


Growth Mindset Intervention
Blackwell, Trzesniewski, & Dweck, 2007
Students Who Develop a Growth Mindset Are More Likely to Pass With C- or Better
ADAPTIVE MINDSETS
HIDDEN CURRICULUM
Adaptive Mindset Skills
Photo by Stanislav Kondratiev
Adaptive Mindsets Skills™ Training
1. Mindset: Frontiers of ability
2. Master your Myopia: Managing the Hot System
3. The Secret of Self-Control: Divorce Willpower, Marry context
4. Devotion over Emotion: The Passion Myth
5. Taking ownership: The Need for Self-Management
6. Respond, don’t React: Effective goal-setting
7. Resilience vs. Grit: Trust the group, not the grind
8. Personality as Repeated States, not Fixed Traits: The Power of Habit
9. Growth over Grades: Love the Process, not the Product
10. Becoming Limitless: Underperformance Explained
11. Initiation & Maintenance: Approach Vs. Avoidance Motivation
2. Changing Objective Cues
Messages Matter
ADAPTIVE MINDSETS
A THREAT IN THE AIR
Cues in the Context
Photo by Kirill Pershin on Unsplash
Classroom Environments: A threat in the air
Stereotypical room
Star Trek 
poster
Coke cans
Sci Fi books
Cheryan, Plaut, Davies & Steele, 2009
Classroom Environments
Non-stereotypical room
Cheryan, Plaut, Davies & Steele, 2009
Nature 
poster
Water 
bottles
Neutral 
books
Environment Influences Women’s Interest in CS
Interaction: F(1, 35) = 10.22, p < .01Cheryan, Plaut, Davies & Steele, 2009
ADAPTIVE MINDSETS
INEQUITY MADE VISIBLE
Bureaucratic Hassles
Photo by Siora Photography on Unsplash

Image by Florida Atlantic University
Image by BYU
Image by Sante Esthetic
Image by California State University, Fresno 
ACADEMY FOR COLLEGE EXCELLENCE (ACE)
Web Form Manipulation
Manipulation check: p < .001
“This Form was Frustrating”
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No differences across high vs. low SES individuals
Results: Sense of Belonging in College
e.g. “ I don’t feel like I belong at my college
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p = .001
Interaction: p = 0.02
ADAPTIVE MINDSETS
MESSAGING FOR TRUST
Changing Contextual Cues
Changing Contextual Cues:
Probation Letter
Changing Contextual Cues
Dear XXXX,
...
We are committed to the academic success of all of our 
undergraduates. We also recognize that success is not always 
achieved along a predictable path. Placement on academic 
Probation is a part of the University's commitment to offer 
students support for -and guidance through- whatever 
difficulties they may have experienced. To this end, you must 
meet as soon as possible, but not later than May 10, 2013 with 
an Academic Advisor from the Office of Undergraduate 
Advising and Research (UAR) to discuss your situation and 
develop a plan that will ensure your continued academic 
success. A hold has been placed on your registration effective 
immediately which may be released only after you have met 
with the UAR Advisor.
…
Dear XXXX,
…
We are committed to the academic success of each of our 
undergraduates. We also understand that success is not always 
achieved in a predictable path. There are many reasons 
students enter the academic probation process. These reasons 
can include personal, financial, health, family, or other issues. 
Our goal is to help you identify the factors that are relevant to 
you and to help you address them. You should also know that 
you are not alone in experiencing these difficulties. Many 
students enter and participate in the probation process each 
year, and by working with their advisors, many leave the 
process and continue a successful career at Stanford. For 
descriptions of the experiences of some past students who 
have gone through this process, please see the attached 
document, “Students’ Perspectives on the Probation Process.”
The process for academic probation is motivated by Stanford’s 
commitment to offer students support for and guidance 
through difficulties they face, particularly when there is a risk 
that these could jeopardize their academic success. This 
process is designed to be helpful for you and to promote a 
successful career at Stanford.
…
Negative Feelings
Standing 1 year later
48%
79%
33%
8%
19% 13%
0%
20%
40%
60%
80%
100%
Standard Revised
Dropped out
Suspended
Still enrolled
Changing Contextual Cues:
Critical Feedback
Growth Mindset is not just about positive, unconditional praise.
Mentor’s Dilemma 
How to give feedback without discouraging students?
Changing Contextual Cues:
Critical Feedback
Changing Contextual Cues:
Other Strategies
• Ambiguity Most Malleable at Initial Points of Transition
• Recruitment Materials
• Welcome Videos
• Welcome Speech by Pres
• First day of Class
• Syllabus
• Orientation Opportunities
Psychological Interventions
Psychological interventions are like 
engine oil, not the engine 
• They “grease” a complex system 
to allow it to function more 
smoothly 
• They complement traditional 
education reforms (e.g., 
structural, curricular, 
pedagogical reforms)
Licensed Adobe Stock
No choice necessary between psychological 
interventions and substantive supports, 
financial aid: Both/And not Either/Or
3. Changing Culture
Beliefs Matter Too
Observer Expectancy Effects
False Growth Mindset - Symptoms
1. Overemphasis on effort
2. Praise used as consolation
3. Mindset used to neglect students in need
WHEN |WHERE | WHO
Our Mindset about the Solution
• Not cut and paste
• Tailored through working with students & data
• Process, not product
• Ongoing (no end)
• Collaborative
• Our beliefs matter
• Beliefs in the air are contagious
• Making equity-informed decisions
• Taking ownership of outcomes
Thank you!
Omid Fotuhi, PhD
omidf@pitt.edu
Table Topic 
1. Pop Quiz! (10 mins)
2. Mindset Continuum (20 mins)
3. Applications and Q&A (30 mins)
Pop Quiz!
Consider this real-life scenario: 9-year old Elizabeth loved gymnastics and 
was determined to win the local gymnastics competition. She did very well, 
but not enough to win. She was devastated. If you were her parents, what 
would you do? 
1.Tell Elizabeth you thought she was the best  
2.Tell her that she was robbed of a ribbon that was rightfully hers 
3.Reassure her that gymnastics isn’t important  
4.Tell her she has the ability and she will definitely win next time  
5.Tell her she didn’t deserve to win
Pop Quiz - Answers
Tell Elizabeth you thought she was the best 
-> insincere and no way to improve
Pop Quiz - Answers
Tell her that she was robbed of ribbon that was rightfully hers  
-> blames others
Pop Quiz - Answers
Reassure her that gymnastics isn’t important  
-> teaches to devalue something if she doesn’t do well right away
Pop Quiz - Answers
Tell her she has the ability and she will definitely win next time  
-> suggests success is guaranteed
Pop Quiz - Answers
Tell her she didn’t deserve to win  ….
and that she won’t always win, but she can certainly continue to 
improve if she reflects to see how she can improve her training, giving 
her a better chance to improve
-> suggests that success is not guaranteed, but is linked to effort & 
strategies
Mindset Continuum Activity
• Find a long line with space for everyone
Not at all 
malleable
Somewhat
malleable
Very 
malleable
Malleability of ….
• Creativity 
• Artistic ability (i.e. drawing or painting) 
• Math 
• Intelligence 
• Extraversion/shyness 
• Ability to control impulsivity (or to stay forcused) 
• Ability to pay attention and stay focused 
• Rebelliousness 
• Emotionality (ability to regulate/manage ones emotions) 
Discussion Questions
• Brainstorm practices to foster greater trust and adaptive mindsets in 
your classroom
• How do you react when challenged or struggling?
• What practices might you consider for your class?
• What challenges do you anticipate?
Pre-Workshop Survey (n=85)
Challenges Inhibiting Success
Student Challenges:
• Other demands on students (financial, stress, fam)
• Equity (racism, discrimination, access)
• Life skills and resilience
• Fear of failure
• Not enough life experience
• Self-regulation skills
• Lack of knowledge
• Lack of effort
Faculty Challenges:
• Time and resources
• Classroom size
• Limits from admin
Changing Contextual Cues:
Growth Mindset Praise
• Fixed Mindset Praise: If success means they’re smart, then failure means they’re 
dumb. 
• Praise process, not person.
• Praise Success as well as Failure. 
• “Not winning the competition only means that you have more room to grow, 
and, if you want to, you can invest more time and explore new ways to learn 
more.”
Growth Mindset Praise
• Stay away from praise about intelligence or talent
• Instead, give praise for growth-oriented process—what they accomplished through practice, 
study, persistence, and good strategies. And ask about their work in a way that admires and 
appreciates their efforts and choices, rather than their outcomes. 
• “I know school used to be easy for you and you used to feel like the smart kid all the time. 
But the truth is that you weren’t using your brain to the fullest. I’m really excited about how 
you’re stretching yourself now and working to learn hard things”
• Be careful of praising others too – sends message to students about how you really feel. 
• Avoid praising speed and perfection: 
• “Wow, you did that so quick” or “Wow, you made no mistakes.” 
Growth Mindset Praise
Promotes the Objective 
[SAY MORE OF THESE]
Undermines the Objective
[SAY LESS OF THESE]
“You’re doing much better… you’re really 
improving and growing.”
“Good job, you’re smart in that.”
“Wow, you’re really getting better at this.” “See, I knew you’re smart.”
“Great, you’re using more good strategies.” “See, you’re born good at math son.”
“Great, you’ve learned so much.” “I’m glad this was is easy for you.”
“Great, you’re really using the right strategies” 
[Try naming specific strategies.]
“Wow, you finished that so quickly!”
“See, you do have the skills, now we are going to 
strengthen them.”
“Great, you make no mistakes.”
[for students who are already strong to begin 
with] “You’re starting knowing a lot, now let’s 
grow on what you know.”
“You’re better than most others in your class.”
[your phrase]: [your phrase]: 
[your phrase]: [your phrase]: 
2020 Winter Symposium
BREAK
Return in 10 minutes
the Office of Academic 
Innovation
Hello, we’re 
We’re here to help instructors 
with any questions about 
effective teaching and 
learning.
Get to know us at...
www.pdx.edu/oai
503-725-6624
Smith Student Union 209M
116
OAI Visits Your Department
Take a minute and tell us what 
conversations you’d like to have...
http://bit.ly/oaivisits
What are you reading 
this year?
Get involved at pdx.edu/oai
Your Teaching Resource on the 
go
oaiplus.pdx.edu
What are Open Educational Resources?
Open Educational Resources (OER) are educational materials that are 
free for educators and students to use, customize, and share.  
Join us in our campus-wide OER effort to increase 
engagement and eliminate cost barriers for 
students.  
Visit the table near the entrance or contact OER@pdx.edu
2020 Winter Symposium
Reaching all of  our Students: 
A Discussion on Inclusive 
Teaching Practices
Dr. Erin Shortlidge
Dr. Erin Shortlidge
Assistant Professor of Biology
eshortlidge@pdx.edu
@ber_pdx
Winter Symposium
2020
2020 Winter Symposium
Reaching All of Our Students: 
A Discussion on Inclusive Teaching Practices
Why are you here today?
I am interested in student learning
I am new to teaching
I am considering new ways of teaching
I am thinking about building inclusive environments
I am skeptical about the need for inclusive classrooms
I am always thinking about how to make campus more 
inclusive
I really like free coffee and lunch
Why am I here today?
I am interested in student learning
I am new to teaching
I am considering new ways of teaching
I am thinking about building  inclusive environments
I am skeptical about the need for inclusive classrooms
I am always thinking about how to make campus more 
inclusive
I really like free coffee and lunch
Principles of Biology
Biology Education Research
NSF S-STEM Program
Why am I here today?
STEM Support Programs
Often NSF or NIH funded 
(e.g. BUILD EXITO, S-STEM, LSAMP, TRiO, S3, McNair etc. at PSU)
ACADEMIC SOCIAL FINANCIAL PROFESSIONAL
Better understand impacts 
of STEM Support Programs
SURVEY:  
PSU STEM students’ 
Sense of Belonging
“the experience of personal 
involvement in a system or environment 
so that persons feel themselves to be 
an integral part of that system or 
environment” Hagerty et al., 1992
Spring 2019; N = 811
Bollen & Hoyle, 1990 Perceived Cohesion Scale
Who is supported?
Are supported students 
demographically different 
from other PSU STEM 
students?
traditional age
students of color
first generation
female
N= 811
108 Supported by STEM 
Programs (13%)
Box plot line represents data mean, whiskers show 5-95%, t =2.22; p=0.02
Box plot line represents data mean, whiskers show 5-95%; t = 4.36; p < 0.0001
These students are:
Older (>23 years)
More CC Transfer
More postbacs
Box plot line represents data mean, whiskers show 5-95%; t = 6.01, p <0.0001
With mathematics, I've only 
seen maybe only two other 
brown people so it gets pretty 
difficult to have groups and 
really try to go outside the class 
and get together, because I feel 
like I'm not on the same level or 
culturally the same. I don't know 
how to explain it. -No STEM Support 
Program
Lack of Sense of 
Belonging There's not really any incentive to be part of this community. 
Since it's a commuter school, a 
lot of people just go in for class 
and then they go:  “I'm gonna
go home now, because it takes 
me two hours to get home.” And 
then they go home. And then 
there's like no point, you know?  
-No STEM Support Program
Focus Groups, Spring 2019
Sense of Belonging In essence being a part of the whole PSU community is not 
as important to me as having 
closer relationships that I 
have been able to build 
through BUILD EXITO and over 
at LSAMP –STEM Support Program
I feel like being in the S-STEM 
program has definitely opened up a 
lot of doors for me here at PSU. It 
has also made me feel like a part of 
PSU. I can’t imagine - talking to 
some of my classmates who aren't 
in a program or something similar, 
who aren't doing research, I feel 
like they feel lost and don't have a 
drive and aren't doing as well.  It is 
not that they are not smart, it is just 
that they don't have something, and 
maybe lose their focus a little bit.
– STEM Support Program
I spend time in the multicultural 
center, one of the resource 
centers at PSU.  Just being in a 
place where other students are 
just like me complaining about 
how hard an exam was and just 
being able to relate to one 
another and have that kind of 
empathy with each other is 
really nice. It's really important 
to me. –No STEM Support Program
Focus Groups, Spring 2019
87% of American adults over 25 have a high 
school diploma or higher
30% have attained a Bachelor’s degree or higher
9.3% have a Master’s degree
Just under 2% of Americans have a doctoral 
degree
1.5% have earned a professional degree that 
requires study beyond a Bachelor’s
Are your students like you?
2017 census report
Who is in PSU classrooms?
Transfer
60%
High-Transfer
First 
Gen
37%
Unknown
23%
First Generation
Financial 
aid
63%
Low-Income
Off 
campus 
91%
Commuter
Mean Age = 26 years
How confident are you that you know the 
experiences of those in your classroom?
Find on your table - Our Lives Lived
(please note some of these items may be uncomfortable for some)
Collected responses across disciplines, levels 
and courses over ~ 3 years.
Who is in PSU classrooms?
Who is in PSU classrooms?
88%
69%
43%
36%
52%
• Our students may or may not be “like us”
• They have various similar and dissimilar life 
experiences
• They enter classrooms with existing knowledge, 
perspectives, experiences, accurate and inaccurate 
conceptions
Things to consider in 
the classroom:
• Culture
• Race/Ethnicity
• Lifestyle
• Background
• Communication Style
• Morals
• Ethics
• Gender
• Sexual orientation
• Physical Abilities
• Religion
• Socioeconomics
• Politics
• Education
• Housing
• Language
• Appearance
• Age
• Experiences
• Personality
• Intelligences
Diversity in the Classroom
• Efforts/behaviors that 
embrace and make various 
aspects of diversity included, 
valued, respected, and 
comfortable in place
• Equitable access and 
opportunity for all
Inclusivity
“a process of addressing and responding to the 
diversity of needs of all learners through 
increasing participation in learning, cultures and 
communities, and reducing exclusion within and 
from education”
Participation | Achievement | Value
Inclusive 
Education
The Ecology of Inclusive Education; Anderson et al. 2013; UNESCO, 2005,
• Are there field-specific barriers to inclusion in 
your discipline?
• Are there classroom level barriers?
• Are there institutional level barriers?
Barriers to Inclusion
Barriers to Inclusion
• Mindset
• Stereotype Threat
• Impostor Syndrome
• Implicit Bias
Barriers
Stereotype Threat
Barriers
Impostor Syndrome:  feelings of inadequacy or 
being a ‘fraud’, despite evidence of success
Barriers
Implicit Bias: the attitudes or stereotypes that affect our 
understanding, actions, and decisions in an unconscious manner.
Show that you value your students on Day 1!
• Learn who your students are
clickers, surveys, notecards, group work, 
discussions
Suggestions
Clicker Question 
Examples
What is your major?
a) Biology
b) Pre-health
c) Another STEM discipline (not pre-health)
d) Non-STEM field
What year are you in your degree program?
a) Freshman
b) Sophomore
c) Junior/Senior
d) Post-bac
e) Non degree-seeking
Clicker Question 
Examples
What topic are you most excited to learn more 
about this term?
a) The nervous system
b) Global carbon cycles
c) How organisms maintain homeostasis
d) Nutrition and digestion
e)
Clicker Question 
Examples
Clicker Question 
Examples
Have you participated in undergraduate 
research?
a) Yes
b) No
c) I’m not sure what you are talking about
d) No, but I want to
Clicker Question 
Examples
On an average day, how long 
does it take you to commute to campus?
a) <30 mins
b) 30 - 60 mins
c) 1-2 hours
d) > 2 hours
• Multiple modes of learning = multiple modes 
of teaching
• Set an expectation of acceptance, 
community, and respect
– e.g. Our Lives Lived
Suggestions
Suggestions
Adapted from L. Weasel, supported by HHMI grant to G. Shusterman
Group Roles   | Group Contracts
Be explicit and transparent about why
you do what you do in class
Suggestions
group work
Some student populations respond more strongly 
to increased structure then others. 
Sarah L. Eddy, and Kelly A. Hogan CBE Life Sci Educ 2014;13:453-468
Examples
Clicker Question 
Which way do you want to learn?  
a) Just lecture
b) Structured, student-centered, with active 
learning
c) I am not sure
Examples
• Be very clear with expectations from the beginning
if something changes, let them know!
• Evaluate your curricula for micro and/or 
macroaggressions if you are not sure, utilize resources 
 e.g. Queer Resource Center; Multicultural Center
• Note the references/examples you tend to use
Suggestions
Barriers to Inclusion
Some barriers may be amplified by 
existing institutional/classroom-level 
factors:
Of 21,000 PSU undergraduates 
Fall 2019:
• 27.3% students identified as 
from underrepresented groups
• 13% faculty
CORE Images
Diversity Reflected in Examples
Scientist Spotlight: Dr. Agnes Day
• Read the brief interview with Dr. Day by clicking here
• Then review the excerpt from one of Dr. Day's famous journal articles 
by clicking here (note: don't attempt to understand every biology term, 
just try to find the main themes of what she did/discovered)
In this week’s Scientist Spotlight you will learn 
about a couple other ways researchers are 
addressing the dilemma of HIV.
Dr. Flossie Wong-Staal was one of the first 
people to discover HIV, and is now working on 
vaccines using a technology called “gene 
therapy.”
Dr. Juan Perilla is using various creative 
techniques to study the HIV capsid, which could 
lead to better treatments. 
Schinske et al. 2016, CBE-
LSE:  Scientist Spotlight

• Let the students know you – be approachable
• Engage them:  encourage students to think about how
they learn and what steps they can take to improve as 
a learner
Metacognition
Suggestions
Building Connection and Metacognition
In your course reflection #1, you were asked to propose what you 
would do about any potential concerns for this term. 
Did you do what you proposed?
Building Connection and Metacognition
I think that I could have done 
better with my habits. I did not 
want to leave improvements to 
next year, but now I think this has 
to be the case. For future courses 
and endeavors, I need to find a 
better way to plan out my 
schedule consistently so I do not 
wait until the last minute to study 
and take assignments.
I had a lot of difficulties finding 
alternative ways to study at the 
beginning of this term since the way I 
typically would study was not helping 
me. Going to office hours, reviewing a 
few times a day, going more in-depth 
into content I struggled with the most 
and testing my knowledge really helped 
me get better. I think in future classes I 
know myself a little better, as to what 
does and doesn't work for me to learn a 
new subject, so I definitely will be more 
prepared when I take more difficult 
classes.
Do you feel like you have made or can make valuable 
contributions at PSU?
No I do not, I am just one 
person who can not make a 
difference because PSU is 
such a big school they do not 
care about anyone else 
besides the people who are in 
charge. One person can not 
make an impact and that is 
how I feel coming to PSU.
I don't really feel like I have or will really 
make valuable contributions at PSU. I don't 
feel like I'm particularly a stand out student 
or really have the potential to make much 
of an impact. It's not that I don't have any 
ambition or desire to make an impact, I just 
don't have any confidence in myself that I 
can actually do it. I've always been a 
coaster in school, and while now I have 
high goals set, I still struggle with believing 
that I can actually accomplish them. I often 
lie awake at night full of anxiety that I'm just 
going to fail.
I feel like I have made 
valuable contributions with 
just my existence as a woman 
of color on campus. I am also 
a part of the Build EXITO 
program here at PSU which I 
know will help make some 
contributions to not only PSU 
but also OHSU.
Building Connection and Metacognition
Do you feel like you have made or can make valuable 
contributions at PSU?
I think so. I want to eventually be a 
physician, but first I gotta take it day by 
day and complete my bachelors. I want 
to show other Hispanic youth that if I did it, 
they can do it too. I want to leave an 
impact especially in the Hispanic 
community, here in PSU and outside PSU. 
There are a lot of kids who doubt 
themselves. I understand this because I 
was once that kid too. But I have learned 
my strengths and use them to my 
advantage. I enjoy school and love to 
learn, and I know its a long road. But 
overall an enjoyable one.
I feel like the greatest contribution I have 
the ability to make at PSU is to remain 
positive and supportive to other students. 
In college it's really easy to get down on 
yourself, so I always try to remind myself 
and others that you're more than your 
GPA and encourage people to 
re ember why they started and keep 
their heart set on their goal. Also, just 
being a decent human being represents 
PSU well and I'm proud to say I'm a PSU 
student.
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BREAK
Return in 10 minutes
the Office of Academic 
Innovation
Hello, we’re 
We’re here to help instructors 
with any questions about 
effective teaching and 
learning.
Get to know us at...
www.pdx.edu/oai
503-725-6624
Smith Student Union 209M
169
OAI Visits Your Department
Take a minute and tell 
us what conversations 
you’d like to have...
http://bit.ly/oaivisits
What are you reading 
this year?
Get involved at 
pdx.edu/oai
Your Teaching 
Resource on the go
oaiplus.pdx.edu
What are Open Educational Resources?
Open Educational Resources (OER) are educational 
materials that are free for educators and students 
to use, customize, and share.  
Join us in our campus-wide OER effort to increase 
engagement and eliminate cost barriers for students.  
Visit the table near the entrance or contact OER@pdx.edu
2020 Winter Symposium
What you can do Tomorrow 
for a more Inclusive 
Classroom
Dr. Erin Shortlidge
Dr. Erin Shortlidge
Assistant Professor of Biology
eshortlidge@pdx.edu
@ber_pdx
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What You Can Do Now to Build a 
More Inclusive Classroom 
Teaching Images
You have sheets of paper on your table with images of 
postcards.
Look through all of the images and choose one that 
represents “teaching” to you.
Note the letter on the postcard that you chose. Write it 
on a sticker.
IH
FE
A
G
D
CB
QO
N
J
P
M
LK
ZY
WV
R
X
U
TS
Teaching Images (~5 minutes)
Write the letter of the postcard you chose on a circle 
sticker.  e.g.
• place your sticker on a “Teaching Images” worksheet 
on your table
• write a one- or two-word description of your 
choice/process below your sticker
As a group, take a look at the Teaching Images sheet.
Are there similarities or differences among your 
rationales?
L
Icebreaker
This was an icebreaker, as well as a community-building 
activity.
You can do icebreakers with your students!
Hint:  google “icebreakers that don’t suck”
Taking Action – are there things 
you can do in your class now?
Do you know who is in your classroom?
Do your students talk to one another?
Do the students know who you are?
What can you do tomorrow?
What can you do next year?
What do you think you can’t do (impostor syndrome!)?
Taking Action
Worksheet:
A. On your own (~10 minutes)
1) List actions that you do now that you believe may 
promote/support inclusive learning environments
2) List ideas that you have for increasing inclusivity in 
your learning environments
3) What steps can you take to implement some of 
these ideas?
Taking Action
Worksheet
B. With a small group at your table (~15 minutes)
1) Briefly share an action or idea that you wrote down 
for A1 or A2 with your colleagues.  
Discuss if the action or idea would work for each of 
your learning environments.
Taking Action: as a small group, an action, or one that 
you come up with yourselves, and sketch out how you could 
incorporate the idea or action into your learning environments.
icebreakers
think-pair-share
roles or contracts for group work
metacognitive exercises
one-minute papers; muddiest points
formative assessment (e.g. clickers)
peer-peer assessment (editing, observing etc.)
multiple intelligences activities
case studies
connect course material to their lives
address implicit bias
address imposter syndrome
diversify examples/activities/curricula
question the relevance and inclusiveness of the course material
Participation | Achievement | Value
Discussion Prompts
Discussion Prompts (~20 minute discussion)
• Please share actions or ideas that your group 
discussed that may enhance inclusivity in your 
learning environments.   
Are there barriers to these ideas/actions?  
Do you have suggestions for ways to mitigate those 
barriers?
Discussion Prompts
Discussion Prompts (~20 minute discussion)
• Are there ways that you believe PSU can better 
foster a sense of belonging for more students?
• Do you think that today’s classroom looks different 
than tomorrow’s classroom?  How so?
Thank you!
eshortlidge@pdx.edu
@ber_pdx
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Reaching All of Our Students: 
A Discussion on Inclusive Teaching Practices
BUILD EXITO
A SUCCESSFUL RESEARCH PATHWAY
Carlos J. Crespo
Portland State University
January 29, 2020
Major Points
• Impact of BUILD EXITO on 
Student Success
• Describe program
• EXITO 2.0 next steps
Source: CBE—Life Sciences EducationVol. 15, No. 3, 2017
Building University Infrastructure 
Leading to Diversity (BUILD)
191
OHSU
Portland State 
University
N=131
American 
Samoa CC       
N=25
Northern 
Marianas C      
N=25
Clark College                
N=25
Portland CC                   
N=34
Chemeketa CC              
N=33
Clackamas CC              
N=33
University of 
Guam         
N=16
University of 
Hawaii        
N=48
University of 
Alaska           
N=48 
Total N=418
Enhancing Cross-disciplinary Infrastructure and Training at Oregon (EXITO)
EXITO 1.0 (2014-2019) 
• $24.3 million
• 1 of 10 national experiments
• Institutional transformation
• Leveraged PSU priorities
• Access mission
• Community college partnership
• Biomedical (health) disciplines
• OHSU collaboration
• Student success
EXITO 2.0 (2019-2024)
• $19.7 million
• Sustainability: Institutionalization
• Enhancement: Improve what is working
• Evaluation: Use data to support decisions
• Dissemination: Expand and scale up model
• Student Training Core
• Comprehensive
• 3-year training
• Multi-disciplinary
• Non-cognitive factors
• Supportive environment
• Financial support
• Research readiness
• Institutional Core
• Faculty
• Curriculum
• Processes
• Mentoring
• Advising
• Administration
• Research readiness
BUILD EXITO Experiment
EXPOSURE
• Experiential Learning
• Mentoring
• Academic alignment
• Supportive environment
OUTCOME
• Retention rates
• GPA
• Graduation rates
• Dissemination
• Graduate school
• Science identity 
• Self-efficacy
• Research funding
BUILD EXITO Programmatic Activities
EXPOSURE
• Experiential Learning: Research Learning 
Community
• Multi-tiered Mentoring: Peer, faculty, and 
research mentors
• Academic alignment: curricular, 
university studies, honors program, 
faculty research
• Supportive environment: Academic 
advising, financial aid, research 
enrichment workshops
OUTCOME
• Retention rates
• GPA
• Graduation rates
• Dissemination
• Graduate school
• Science identity 
• Self-efficacy
• Research funding

Diversity in Enhancing Cross-disciplinary 
Infrastructure and Training at Oregon (EXITO)
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Latino
Black
AI/AN
Samoa
Hawaii
Guam
Northern 
Marianas
Disability
Foster
Early academic indicators of EXITO and non-EXITO 
undergraduate students in biomedical majors (2015)
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Retention rates of EXITO Scholars by cohort status 
(2015-2018)
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Total Withdraw/dismissal Retention (%)
Cohort 1 Cohort 2 Cohort 3 Cohort 4
“BUILD EXITO has been 
the greatest opportunity 
I could have dreamed of 
and I now feel confident 
in achieving my goals, 
especially with the 
immense support of my 
colleagues, mentors, and 
professors”
-Mikah Brandes, EXITO 
Scholar
Sustainability Aims:  EXITO 2.0
What we have accomplished thus far
• Undergraduate Research Gateway course 
across all partners
• Formalized undergraduate research 
experiences with OHSU
• Enhanced transfer pathway between local 
community colleges and PSU
• Expanded transfer pathways between 
Pacific Island community colleges and PSU
• EXITO Scholars attending graduate school 
at research intensive institutions
• Funding for pilot projects
Enhancing Undergraduate Research at PSU
Opportunities:
• Institutionalize Undergraduate Research and 
Scholarship
• Expand model to include other regional partners
• Support other research-focused programs such as 
Honors, LSAMP, McNair, EAGLE, etc.
• Connect students to opportunities with new 
Centers of Excellence being developed at PSU
Key EXITO Sustainability Opportunities:
• Identifying and coordinating research learning 
communities
• Matching students with research experiences
• Research mentor training
• Trainee financial support
• Research symposium
• Staff support
Sustainability Outputs:
• Coordinate RLCs (PSU, OHSU, Community)
• Organize annual RLC Fair and matching process
• Facilitate research training opportunities for 
non-BUILD students 
• Research mentor training and ongoing 
monitoring/support
• Joint enrichment workshops for research-based 
programs
• Support with applying for research-based 
fellowships
• Annual research symposium for BUILD and non-
BUILD students
• Provide research opportunities for dual-enrolled 
community college students
• Mini grants for EXITO trainees
• Fundraise for trainee financial support
Challenges to Sustainability
• Leverage academic year and summer funding for 
research
• Analyze impact of high cost interventions
• Size of EXITO consortium partner institutions
• Scaling up 3-year undergraduate research training 
program
• Retaining and meeting staffing needs
• Availability of faculty/career mentors 
• Increase success of externally funded faculty 
research proposals
• Institutional stability and long-term vision
2020 Winter Symposium
Student Success:
Mindset Culture at PSU
For the symposium video and information, visit 
www.pdx.edu/academic-affairs/2020-winter-symposium
